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Virtuoso Project Teams:  Beyond High Performance, a Case Study of the Teaming Success of the Motorola Satellite Communications System IRIDIUM® Program  
Abstract 
High performance teaming has always been the gold standard for project management in general and new product or new system generation in particular. Within the realm of high performance, however, there are special factors that must come together in both temporal aspects and technical content to be truly accomplished. These project teams may be referred to as virtuoso teams.  
As an illustration of the principles of high functioning teaming, it is helpful to look back at one of the systems projects of the last century considered to be a hallmark of technical success and examine, from a behavioral perspective, what principles illustrate this “best of the best” teaming genre. The Motorola IRIDIUM® Satellite Communications System is one such project. Through published memoirs, case studies and retrospective articles, recent publications, personal notes and documentation, and unpublished project artifacts, aspects of the project team are examined to illustrate some of the theoretical principles of high performance teaming.  Preface  The logistics of launching 72 satellites in 12 months and 12 days through 22 successful launches on three different types of rockets in three countries (US – Vandenberg AFB, Russia – Baikonur, and China – Taiyuan) were, for a cellular telecommunications system designer, almost mind-boggling. To do what had not been done before required project team innovation, creativity and some measure of bravado. Motorola’s manager for satellite manufacturing had to deal with extremely short cycle times and doing what others considered impossible as a matter of course:  “He challenged the launch team to develop test processes and equipment that would allow them to place test equipment into the overhead compartment of commercial aircraft. As for the complexity of the launch site, he recalled saying, ‘It’s like a rock concert. There is a lot of money at stake, a lot of technology involved, a high penalty of   
 failure and you have a very tight timeframe in which to operate. You arrive at 10 o’clock at night on Thursday, your show is on Friday, and you have to be somewhere else on Saturday.’ The launch team took [his] idea and sent a team to observe and document the processes that were used by The Rolling Stones [during an actual concert tour].  They came back with clever ways to streamline the logistics of their launch processes, contributing to setting records that may never be broken.”  [20, p. 132]. 
1. Introduction 
In the Information Systems field, the use of case studies as a valuable tool with the intention to reveal phenomena within their context has been suggested for the past three decades. [4]. What follows is not a research study per se; rather it is an examination of events in situ that may retrospectively inform us through analysis of the context in which project team members experience project teaming.  
It is my bias that there are endeavors that push forward new developments in science and human affairs that can clearly only be accomplished by very large teams. The realization of new paradigms breaks with past limitations and quantum leaps in human endeavors may only be accomplished over the short term by large teams, often supported by an even larger infrastructure with the financial and relational leverage to achieve groundbreaking results. This is true for a number of industries concerned with what is termed “new product development” whether the industry is pharmaceuticals, civil engineering, critical information systems or aerospace, among others. Breaking new ground requires project teams that have the skill sets to work with highly technical, highly complex systems that require the highest performance of team members in order to realize the project goals.  High performance teaming is a much-studied aspect of project management. Virtuoso teams are unique among project teams as models of high performance. These teams are the result of unique circumstances that combine a contextual prism of generous funding, top organization support, opportunity, location and team leadership with the 







temporal aspects of teams. These temporal aspects go beyond a set schedule for delivery. Not only is time of the essence, but the feeling that this same team, this same opportunity, that these team members may never pass this way again – is the ‘once in a lifetime’ factor that drives individuals to savor every aspect of the working relationships.  1.1 The idea, the goal  The idea that Motorola needed to create the largest communication satellite project in the history of the world was a theoretical one:  develop a constellation of 77 satellites that essentially “flipped” the engineering model for terrestrial cellular telephony. Instead of having base stations on earth in many geographic locations to provide coverage everywhere (except the poles), including oceans, small islands, rough terrain, mountain ranges and other areas where base stations were not realistic, Motorola would put the base stations in the sky. This “network in space” would link a cellular phone user on the ground to other users or networks through satellite cross links that created a planetary network all while moving in a geosynchronous orbit at 16,000 miles per hour. Cellular calls would link to the terrestrial infrastructure through gateways on the ground that contained switching stations to transfer call through the land-based networks and terrestrial cellular networks. The gateways were planned to be owned and operated by various consortia in global locations that represented every continent, except Antarctica. The system would operate 24/7 for 365 days per year everywhere. [5]. The entire complex program was the concept of three men, all extraordinary in their fields – an engineer, a mathematician, and a retired Air Force officer - who would eventually lead a program with over 1500 team members spanning 10 years at an estimated total cost of over $3.5 billion. These individuals, with the support of a general manager of the Motorola Government Systems group, sold the idea to the CEO with the target of full operation of the entire constellation by November 1998, a goal that was technically accomplished. [20]  1.2 Technical triumph, commercial disaster  For a decade after the 2000 corporate bankruptcy and near-decommissioning of the satellite system by the constellation owners, the name IRIDIUM was the posterchild for bad business cases. Virtually every 
case study regaled the strategic folly of the investment of Motorola and its partners. In engineering and technical circles, however, the astounding software and hardware accomplishments of the project team were still recounted with reverence though typically asterisked by the business case failure. [7], [13], [22]. What has not been thoroughly examined is how well the entire project was run. Almost two decades after the delivery of the project mission, those involved are being recognized as trailblazers.  A closer look at the project reveals how it exemplifies the highest performance in project teaming. 
2. Theoretical background 




the investigation of phenomena in their contextual framework is an important strength that is aptly applied to individual projects.  Secondly, the project management discipline itself requires that lessons learned – a retrospective analysis of what went wrong, as well as what went right - is considered to be a professional best practice. [34], [32].  Sources for triangulation of data informing this paper came from a variety of journal articles retrospectively published in both the business technology domains, other published literature, published memoirs of participants verified by the author as an eyewitness to certain events described by the writers, the author’s  archival notes, and unpublished  Motorola internal use documentation from the program procedures. [16].  The test of time has not diminished the technical and engineering accomplishments of the Iridium Communication Systems and the Program that designed, developed, tested and produced it. To those who would say that this example is from the late 1990’s and may no longer be relevant, a number of the scholarly case studies  in project management and some of the seminal work in organization development and project teams was developed during that same era [22]. The aging process does not diminish the value of the vintage perspective. Accordingly, my ability to reflect on my experiences  of being a part of this accomplished team without romanticizing, and to view in hindsight what was accomplished through theoretical models and the narratives of others helps to ground this retrospective case  beyond any one individual’s recollections.   4. Case study literature on the IRIDIUM Satellite System   A literature review of current case studies and retrospectives on the Motorola program from the perspective of teaming and organizational behavior, not from a commercial or business case perspective is difficult to find in current published journal articles. From a technical and engineering standpoint, the numerous patents associated with the program and many scientific papers on the satellite constellation and the ground network have been published over the years. From the business and strategic perspective, a number of top –ranked universities have published cases recounting the negative results of the commercial endeavor – from the high cost of the satellite phones to the inescapable truth that the entire business and marketing plan for IRIDIUM LLC was 




the IRIDIUM Program as their primary example of making the wrong bets on technology through reliance on breakthrough innovation which over –rode marketing strategy. Finkelstein and Sanford provide a number of direct quotes in their case study of IRIDIUM.  From analysts  calling the system “a multibillion dollar science project”  to the IRIDIUM LLC CEO stating , “We’re a classic MBA case study in how not to introduce a product,”  the authors go on to state that “IRIDIUM will go down in history as one of the most significant business failures of the 1990’s.” [6] The forces of faulty IRIDIUM LLC leadership, escalating financial commitment and lack of board oversight are clearly outlined, however no mention is made of the developers and engineering teams that designed, developed and implemented the system.  4.2 Review from a project management methodology perspective  Case studies from project management and various aerospace symposia and technical conferences are equally negative in terms of the final outcome of the project and the lack of strategic foresight. Kerzner develops the most comprehensive case study from a project management perspective, yet there is no mention of the project team’s work in terms of matrixed organization, team accomplishments or team dynamics. [22]. Beesemyer et al discuss the IRIDIUM System in terms of “epoch shifts” that occurred during the development stages from the 1980’s  through 2000’s. [3]   5. The evolving model of project teaming.  For the majority of new development work performed by organizations, the scholars writing in this century have moved towards teams and team success as evolutionary and related to team response to external change. Colwill notes that Kerber and Buono in “Rethinking Organizational Change,” present a grid for describing organization change along the dimensions of organizational complexity and technical uncertainty that distinguishes the constraints that teams must deal with depending upon the organizational context. [9]. Kerber and Buono define the guided approach to change as more unconstrained in its approach. Why is this befitting of team considerations? Because higher performance and highly skilled knowledge workers that are often 




g. Researchers tend to report their findings as the juxtaposition of what should occur versus what is actually observed to be occurring. h. It is considered axiomatic that boundary-spanning between a given system and external elements should be improved via the interfaces between the system and its environment. Vaill contends that human resources and technological resources should be “jointly optimized” [41, p. 235], in order to achieve higher performance. This optimization of work applies to external tools as well as to humans in large groups, small groups as well as triads and dyads.  The principles of human behavior must be blended with the principles of physics, mathematics, chemistry, and other physical sciences to create a fully and optimally-functioning system. Within this context it is interesting to review some of Vaill’s key hypotheses of interest as they can inform us of why certain projects are successful: [41, p. 235-240]: a. No one kind of behavior dominates the system. b. Failure to achieve the right arrangement of environmental conditions is sometimes cause for system members to fail. c. A private language and a set of symbols arise among members of the system for talking about its conduct and problems. d. Members evolve a set of indices of system performance which are systems specific and which may not relate easily to any other system. e. When there are three or more people involved in a particular high performance system, a set of explicit values and ideologies about what the system does and why will tend to arise. f. Members will report “peak experiences” in connection with their participation in the high performance system. g. Performance breakthroughs in systems development occur in unplanned ways. h. The inanimate elements of the system are often anthropomorphized by members of a high performance system. Machines become people. i. Observers may come to feel that, members “live, eat, sleep, and breathe” their work activity. j. External controls on the activity of the high performance system are seen by members as, at best, irrelevant. k. Leaders in high performance systems will tend to be persons who are perceived by members as experts.  Leaders’ initial status, influence, 




Team members of high performance systems teams do march to their own drummer and frequently refuse to compare their performance to any other known index because of the specialness perceived. For the Motorola IRIDIUM Project team members there was a refusal to compare their systems with any other planned or proposed constellation of satellites because they were creating something newer, bigger, better, greater. Indeed, it was not uncommon to hear team members wax poetic about the minutiae of satellite technologies in ways that only insiders and scientific experts could hope to comprehend. This obviously draws a unique boundary around the team members and encourages them to create their own world, separate from other organizational teams, family members, friends, industry connections and the rest of the world. Sitting together in a group in an airport lounge speaking in what others would term gibberish: “The GEPA contract for IITL is really going to make GSM’s target,” is something that others would consider speaking in tongues. It is part of a bonding process that high performance teams pride themselves upon.  To say that the technology becomes anthropomorphized is evident even in the title of Tracey Kidder’s nook: The Soul of a New Machine. [23]. Many Motorola IRIDIUM Team members referred to the satellites as the “birds” or even “my birds,” with admiration for the beauty of a piece of space equipment that few external stakeholders could begin to appreciate.  The initiation process of the Motorola team members on the IRIDIUM project was well crafted and made for indoctrination and immersion. It began with a week-long class introducing the various elements of the project, the organization, the particulars of the satellite systems, the mission, the object, and included three days of team training developed by Belgard, Fisher, and Rayner and used by Motorola’s Satellite Communications Systems in-house Organization Development and Human Resources Departments, and included a face-to-face question and answer meeting with Durrell Hillis, the President of the Motorola Division responsible for the IRIDIUM Program. This specialized initiation training was replicated over a period of years for over 1500 team members. Vignettes about heroic activities that demonstrated the team work abound. Anecdotes about individual managers and contributors take on mythic proportions. 
5.2 The best of the best: Virtuoso teams 




accomplish an entire mission or project that corporate organization experiences the highest performances possible.  This is not a recent phenomenon. Doris Kearns Goodwin’s Team of Rivals described how Abraham Lincoln hand-selected unique star performers as the best people for his Presidential Cabinet, knowing that he would not create a cohesive group, but rather a team that would have the fortitude and intelligence to counter him if needed. [18]. Other virtuoso teams could rightfully include Oppenheimer’s team on the Manhattan Project, Watson and Crick in the discovery of the double-helix structure of DNA, and more recently, the combined team that mapped the human genome.  Fischer and Boynton also note that organizations willing to create virtuoso teams must understand that this is not the place for what is commonly described as good team behaviors: the best way to cater to solo performers with big egos is to build what they term the “group ego” [14, p. 151]. This can be accomplished, they suggest by encouraging a passionate focus on the team’s ultimate goal, fostering a ‘bigger than life” vision for the end result and allowing the team to disagree and attempt the impossible.  In order to achieve superior goals with the panoramic vision that exceeds expectations and create sea change, virtuoso team members must be able to work on their own terms to develop ideas and create products and services that today we call “disruptive technologies.”  5.3 Superordinate goals: the key to higher performance?  More recently Sue-Chan et al developed a theory that posits  that teams with superordinate goals, defined as a mission that is “bigger’ than the project itself, is a precursor to greater collaboration within teams, which in turn is a precursive trait for higher performance teaming based on their studies. [39].  If this is the case, then the IRIDIUM Satellite System, a program to create a cellular base stations using satellites for global cellular communications coverage to first develop the most complex communication system in the history of the world served as a superordinate goal that focused over 1500 team members across multiple sub teams towards collaboration required for successful performance qualifies as a project with superordinate goals as perceived by its team members.   




amazed and delighted a) to be part of this enterprise, and b) to be surrounded by such an incredible group of people.” Another team member recollected: “On the front end, we were allowed a lot of freedom in setting boundary conditions…. Allowing teams to work that out amongst themselves was a really, really innovative way of getting the Program off and running. I think that it was a powerful enabling construct.” [20, p. 67-9].  8. Discussion  For those who experience the pinnacle of team work, the virtuoso team experience can be life-changing: As Hillis concludes, “I’ve heard over and over from people on the program that they consider it the peak of their career experience both professionally and personally. I have no expectations that I’m going to equal or surpass that experience…The ground has been broken and the trail’s been blazed and the existence theorem of proof is there…That’s the real legacy, but there were times during the Program when you wondered if it was all worth it.” [10, p. 69-70]. In Deborah Colwill’s model of the 4th generation of organizations, the future may indeed fully develop an “Energy Wave” paradigm whereby group accomplishment will be achieved by large unknown groups, perhaps not even teams, that have virtual access to each other and the ability to craft something lasting and beneficial through the relatively uncoordinated efforts of countless and often anonymous thousands of people. [9].Wikipedia is an example of this. Open sourcing and other virtual endeavors on a global scale may portend examples of large new product development efforts that are more the norm on the coming decades. Whether they constitute a true “group” or “team” is something to be researched and explored. The next generation of breakthroughs may indeed be developed and realized by anonymous conglomerations of human minds that are focused virtually on a similar objective. Networks of networks, rather than nested teams, may be the newest horizon. I would submit that this may be the next frontier of groups dynamics and is worthy of further study by both scholars and practitioners alike. The concept of virtuoso teaming can be evidenced across a variety of projects: challenging civil projects, pharmaceutical discovery projects, and other frontier expanding endeavors.  Case studies cannot provide all of the historical data that internally and externally impact a project team. As with many 




phenomenology of the project team that created the world’s largest satellite system.  Most of the senior project leaders of the original Motorola IRIDIUM Satellite System Program are probably in the neighborhood of sixty to eighty years of age as of this writing. Considering all of the negativity in many of the aforementioned case studies, is it not about time to recognize these leaders for what was valuable about the project – aside from the fact that the satellite constellation is still operative long after its expected life?  10. Suggestions for further investigation  Examples of current projects in IT, IS and related software disciplines continue to push known boundaries; technology for driverless cars, applications for 3-D printing and the ubiquitous use of software and systems for the support of biomedical research and development easily come to mind. For the future application of qualitative project management team study, some intriguing questions may be summed up as follows: 1. Can the qualities of high performance and virtuoso teaming be developed and applied to non-boundary pushing projects?  2. How can we create the team focus of having a superordinate mission on other projects that are not “first in the world” endeavors? 3. What effects do unconditional support of senior leadership and related financial and infrastructure support have on the psychological safety of the project team?  And, does this psychological safety then permit a higher degree of team virtuosity? How would we measure this?  Examination of these questions may help to inform us of ways to enhance high performance of project teams as well and the quality of work-life for our colleagues.  Author: Elaine H. Alexander, Benedictine University, 2017.  References  [1] Ammeter, A.P. & Dukerich, J.M. (2002). Leadership, team building and team member characteristics in high performance project teams. Engineering Management Journal, Vol 14, No. 4, December 2002.  [2] Bahill, T. & Henderson, S. (2004) Requirements development, verification, and validation exhibited in famous failures. Systems Engineering, Vol. 8, No.1.  
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Virtuoso Project Teams:  Beyond High Performance, a Case Study of the Teaming Success of the Motorola Satellite Communications System IRIDIUM® Program  
Abstract 
High performance teaming has always been the gold standard for project management in general and new product or new system generation in particular. Within the realm of high performance, however, there are special factors that must come together in both temporal aspects and technical content to be truly accomplished. These project teams may be referred to as virtuoso teams.  
As an illustration of the principles of high functioning teaming, it is helpful to look back at one of the systems projects of the last century considered to be a hallmark of technical success and examine, from a behavioral perspective, what principles illustrate this “best of the best” teaming genre. The Motorola IRIDIUM® Satellite Communications System is one such project. Through published memoirs, case studies and retrospective articles, recent publications, personal notes and documentation, and unpublished project artifacts, aspects of the project team are examined to illustrate some of the theoretical principles of high performance teaming.  Preface  The logistics of launching 72 satellites in 12 months and 12 days through 22 successful launches on three different types of rockets in three countries (US – Vandenberg AFB, Russia – Baikonur, and China – Taiyuan) were, for a cellular telecommunications system designer, almost mind-boggling. To do what had not been done before required project team innovation, creativity and some measure of bravado. Motorola’s manager for satellite manufacturing had to deal with extremely short cycle times and doing what others considered impossible as a matter of course:  “He challenged the launch team to develop test processes and equipment that would allow them to place test equipment into the overhead compartment of commercial aircraft. As for the complexity of the launch site, he recalled saying, ‘It’s like a rock concert. There is a lot of money at stake, a lot of technology involved, a high penalty of   
 failure and you have a very tight timeframe in which to operate. You arrive at 10 o’clock at night on Thursday, your show is on Friday, and you have to be somewhere else on Saturday.’ The launch team took [his] idea and sent a team to observe and document the processes that were used by The Rolling Stones [during an actual concert tour].  They came back with clever ways to streamline the logistics of their launch processes, contributing to setting records that may never be broken.”  [20, p. 132]. 
1. Introduction 
In the Information Systems field, the use of case studies as a valuable tool with the intention to reveal phenomena within their context has been suggested for the past three decades. [4]. What follows is not a research study per se; rather it is an examination of events in situ that may retrospectively inform us through analysis of the context in which project team members experience project teaming.  




temporal aspects of teams. These temporal aspects go beyond a set schedule for delivery. Not only is time of the essence, but the feeling that this same team, this same opportunity, that these team members may never pass this way again – is the ‘once in a lifetime’ factor that drives individuals to savor every aspect of the working relationships.  1.1 The idea, the goal  The idea that Motorola needed to create the largest communication satellite project in the history of the world was a theoretical one:  develop a constellation of 77 satellites that essentially “flipped” the engineering model for terrestrial cellular telephony. Instead of having base stations on earth in many geographic locations to provide coverage everywhere (except the poles), including oceans, small islands, rough terrain, mountain ranges and other areas where base stations were not realistic, Motorola would put the base stations in the sky. This “network in space” would link a cellular phone user on the ground to other users or networks through satellite cross links that created a planetary network all while moving in a geosynchronous orbit at 16,000 miles per hour. Cellular calls would link to the terrestrial infrastructure through gateways on the ground that contained switching stations to transfer call through the land-based networks and terrestrial cellular networks. The gateways were planned to be owned and operated by various consortia in global locations that represented every continent, except Antarctica. The system would operate 24/7 for 365 days per year everywhere. [5]. The entire complex program was the concept of three men, all extraordinary in their fields – an engineer, a mathematician, and a retired Air Force officer - who would eventually lead a program with over 1500 team members spanning 10 years at an estimated total cost of over $3.5 billion. These individuals, with the support of a general manager of the Motorola Government Systems group, sold the idea to the CEO with the target of full operation of the entire constellation by November 1998, a goal that was technically accomplished. [20]  1.2 Technical triumph, commercial disaster  For a decade after the 2000 corporate bankruptcy and near-decommissioning of the satellite system by the constellation owners, the name IRIDIUM was the posterchild for bad business cases. Virtually every 
case study regaled the strategic folly of the investment of Motorola and its partners. In engineering and technical circles, however, the astounding software and hardware accomplishments of the project team were still recounted with reverence though typically asterisked by the business case failure. [7], [13], [22]. What has not been thoroughly examined is how well the entire project was run. Almost two decades after the delivery of the project mission, those involved are being recognized as trailblazers.  A closer look at the project reveals how it exemplifies the highest performance in project teaming. 
2. Theoretical background 




the investigation of phenomena in their contextual framework is an important strength that is aptly applied to individual projects.  Secondly, the project management discipline itself requires that lessons learned – a retrospective analysis of what went wrong, as well as what went right - is considered to be a professional best practice. [34], [32].  Sources for triangulation of data informing this paper came from a variety of journal articles retrospectively published in both the business technology domains, other published literature, published memoirs of participants verified by the author as an eyewitness to certain events described by the writers, the author’s  archival notes, and unpublished  Motorola internal use documentation from the program procedures. [16].  The test of time has not diminished the technical and engineering accomplishments of the Iridium Communication Systems and the Program that designed, developed, tested and produced it. To those who would say that this example is from the late 1990’s and may no longer be relevant, a number of the scholarly case studies  in project management and some of the seminal work in organization development and project teams was developed during that same era [22]. The aging process does not diminish the value of the vintage perspective. Accordingly, my ability to reflect on my experiences  of being a part of this accomplished team without romanticizing, and to view in hindsight what was accomplished through theoretical models and the narratives of others helps to ground this retrospective case  beyond any one individual’s recollections.   4. Case study literature on the IRIDIUM Satellite System   A literature review of current case studies and retrospectives on the Motorola program from the perspective of teaming and organizational behavior, not from a commercial or business case perspective is difficult to find in current published journal articles. From a technical and engineering standpoint, the numerous patents associated with the program and many scientific papers on the satellite constellation and the ground network have been published over the years. From the business and strategic perspective, a number of top –ranked universities have published cases recounting the negative results of the commercial endeavor – from the high cost of the satellite phones to the inescapable truth that the entire business and marketing plan for IRIDIUM LLC was 




the IRIDIUM Program as their primary example of making the wrong bets on technology through reliance on breakthrough innovation which over –rode marketing strategy. Finkelstein and Sanford provide a number of direct quotes in their case study of IRIDIUM.  From analysts  calling the system “a multibillion dollar science project”  to the IRIDIUM LLC CEO stating , “We’re a classic MBA case study in how not to introduce a product,”  the authors go on to state that “IRIDIUM will go down in history as one of the most significant business failures of the 1990’s.” [6] The forces of faulty IRIDIUM LLC leadership, escalating financial commitment and lack of board oversight are clearly outlined, however no mention is made of the developers and engineering teams that designed, developed and implemented the system.  4.2 Review from a project management methodology perspective  Case studies from project management and various aerospace symposia and technical conferences are equally negative in terms of the final outcome of the project and the lack of strategic foresight. Kerzner develops the most comprehensive case study from a project management perspective, yet there is no mention of the project team’s work in terms of matrixed organization, team accomplishments or team dynamics. [22]. Beesemyer et al discuss the IRIDIUM System in terms of “epoch shifts” that occurred during the development stages from the 1980’s  through 2000’s. [3]   5. The evolving model of project teaming.  For the majority of new development work performed by organizations, the scholars writing in this century have moved towards teams and team success as evolutionary and related to team response to external change. Colwill notes that Kerber and Buono in “Rethinking Organizational Change,” present a grid for describing organization change along the dimensions of organizational complexity and technical uncertainty that distinguishes the constraints that teams must deal with depending upon the organizational context. [9]. Kerber and Buono define the guided approach to change as more unconstrained in its approach. Why is this befitting of team considerations? Because higher performance and highly skilled knowledge workers that are often 




g. Researchers tend to report their findings as the juxtaposition of what should occur versus what is actually observed to be occurring. h. It is considered axiomatic that boundary-spanning between a given system and external elements should be improved via the interfaces between the system and its environment. Vaill contends that human resources and technological resources should be “jointly optimized” [41, p. 235], in order to achieve higher performance. This optimization of work applies to external tools as well as to humans in large groups, small groups as well as triads and dyads.  The principles of human behavior must be blended with the principles of physics, mathematics, chemistry, and other physical sciences to create a fully and optimally-functioning system. Within this context it is interesting to review some of Vaill’s key hypotheses of interest as they can inform us of why certain projects are successful: [41, p. 235-240]: a. No one kind of behavior dominates the system. b. Failure to achieve the right arrangement of environmental conditions is sometimes cause for system members to fail. c. A private language and a set of symbols arise among members of the system for talking about its conduct and problems. d. Members evolve a set of indices of system performance which are systems specific and which may not relate easily to any other system. e. When there are three or more people involved in a particular high performance system, a set of explicit values and ideologies about what the system does and why will tend to arise. f. Members will report “peak experiences” in connection with their participation in the high performance system. g. Performance breakthroughs in systems development occur in unplanned ways. h. The inanimate elements of the system are often anthropomorphized by members of a high performance system. Machines become people. i. Observers may come to feel that, members “live, eat, sleep, and breathe” their work activity. j. External controls on the activity of the high performance system are seen by members as, at best, irrelevant. k. Leaders in high performance systems will tend to be persons who are perceived by members as experts.  Leaders’ initial status, influence, 




Team members of high performance systems teams do march to their own drummer and frequently refuse to compare their performance to any other known index because of the specialness perceived. For the Motorola IRIDIUM Project team members there was a refusal to compare their systems with any other planned or proposed constellation of satellites because they were creating something newer, bigger, better, greater. Indeed, it was not uncommon to hear team members wax poetic about the minutiae of satellite technologies in ways that only insiders and scientific experts could hope to comprehend. This obviously draws a unique boundary around the team members and encourages them to create their own world, separate from other organizational teams, family members, friends, industry connections and the rest of the world. Sitting together in a group in an airport lounge speaking in what others would term gibberish: “The GEPA contract for IITL is really going to make GSM’s target,” is something that others would consider speaking in tongues. It is part of a bonding process that high performance teams pride themselves upon.  To say that the technology becomes anthropomorphized is evident even in the title of Tracey Kidder’s nook: The Soul of a New Machine. [23]. Many Motorola IRIDIUM Team members referred to the satellites as the “birds” or even “my birds,” with admiration for the beauty of a piece of space equipment that few external stakeholders could begin to appreciate.  The initiation process of the Motorola team members on the IRIDIUM project was well crafted and made for indoctrination and immersion. It began with a week-long class introducing the various elements of the project, the organization, the particulars of the satellite systems, the mission, the object, and included three days of team training developed by Belgard, Fisher, and Rayner and used by Motorola’s Satellite Communications Systems in-house Organization Development and Human Resources Departments, and included a face-to-face question and answer meeting with Durrell Hillis, the President of the Motorola Division responsible for the IRIDIUM Program. This specialized initiation training was replicated over a period of years for over 1500 team members. Vignettes about heroic activities that demonstrated the team work abound. Anecdotes about individual managers and contributors take on mythic proportions. 
5.2 The best of the best: Virtuoso teams 




accomplish an entire mission or project that corporate organization experiences the highest performances possible.  This is not a recent phenomenon. Doris Kearns Goodwin’s Team of Rivals described how Abraham Lincoln hand-selected unique star performers as the best people for his Presidential Cabinet, knowing that he would not create a cohesive group, but rather a team that would have the fortitude and intelligence to counter him if needed. [18]. Other virtuoso teams could rightfully include Oppenheimer’s team on the Manhattan Project, Watson and Crick in the discovery of the double-helix structure of DNA, and more recently, the combined team that mapped the human genome.  Fischer and Boynton also note that organizations willing to create virtuoso teams must understand that this is not the place for what is commonly described as good team behaviors: the best way to cater to solo performers with big egos is to build what they term the “group ego” [14, p. 151]. This can be accomplished, they suggest by encouraging a passionate focus on the team’s ultimate goal, fostering a ‘bigger than life” vision for the end result and allowing the team to disagree and attempt the impossible.  In order to achieve superior goals with the panoramic vision that exceeds expectations and create sea change, virtuoso team members must be able to work on their own terms to develop ideas and create products and services that today we call “disruptive technologies.”  5.3 Superordinate goals: the key to higher performance?  More recently Sue-Chan et al developed a theory that posits  that teams with superordinate goals, defined as a mission that is “bigger’ than the project itself, is a precursor to greater collaboration within teams, which in turn is a precursive trait for higher performance teaming based on their studies. [39].  If this is the case, then the IRIDIUM Satellite System, a program to create a cellular base stations using satellites for global cellular communications coverage to first develop the most complex communication system in the history of the world served as a superordinate goal that focused over 1500 team members across multiple sub teams towards collaboration required for successful performance qualifies as a project with superordinate goals as perceived by its team members.   




amazed and delighted a) to be part of this enterprise, and b) to be surrounded by such an incredible group of people.” Another team member recollected: “On the front end, we were allowed a lot of freedom in setting boundary conditions…. Allowing teams to work that out amongst themselves was a really, really innovative way of getting the Program off and running. I think that it was a powerful enabling construct.” [20, p. 67-9].  8. Discussion  For those who experience the pinnacle of team work, the virtuoso team experience can be life-changing: As Hillis concludes, “I’ve heard over and over from people on the program that they consider it the peak of their career experience both professionally and personally. I have no expectations that I’m going to equal or surpass that experience…The ground has been broken and the trail’s been blazed and the existence theorem of proof is there…That’s the real legacy, but there were times during the Program when you wondered if it was all worth it.” [10, p. 69-70]. In Deborah Colwill’s model of the 4th generation of organizations, the future may indeed fully develop an “Energy Wave” paradigm whereby group accomplishment will be achieved by large unknown groups, perhaps not even teams, that have virtual access to each other and the ability to craft something lasting and beneficial through the relatively uncoordinated efforts of countless and often anonymous thousands of people. [9].Wikipedia is an example of this. Open sourcing and other virtual endeavors on a global scale may portend examples of large new product development efforts that are more the norm on the coming decades. Whether they constitute a true “group” or “team” is something to be researched and explored. The next generation of breakthroughs may indeed be developed and realized by anonymous conglomerations of human minds that are focused virtually on a similar objective. Networks of networks, rather than nested teams, may be the newest horizon. I would submit that this may be the next frontier of groups dynamics and is worthy of further study by both scholars and practitioners alike. The concept of virtuoso teaming can be evidenced across a variety of projects: challenging civil projects, pharmaceutical discovery projects, and other frontier expanding endeavors.  Case studies cannot provide all of the historical data that internally and externally impact a project team. As with many 




phenomenology of the project team that created the world’s largest satellite system.  Most of the senior project leaders of the original Motorola IRIDIUM Satellite System Program are probably in the neighborhood of sixty to eighty years of age as of this writing. Considering all of the negativity in many of the aforementioned case studies, is it not about time to recognize these leaders for what was valuable about the project – aside from the fact that the satellite constellation is still operative long after its expected life?  10. Suggestions for further investigation  Examples of current projects in IT, IS and related software disciplines continue to push known boundaries; technology for driverless cars, applications for 3-D printing and the ubiquitous use of software and systems for the support of biomedical research and development easily come to mind. For the future application of qualitative project management team study, some intriguing questions may be summed up as follows: 1. Can the qualities of high performance and virtuoso teaming be developed and applied to non-boundary pushing projects?  2. How can we create the team focus of having a superordinate mission on other projects that are not “first in the world” endeavors? 3. What effects do unconditional support of senior leadership and related financial and infrastructure support have on the psychological safety of the project team?  And, does this psychological safety then permit a higher degree of team virtuosity? How would we measure this?  Examination of these questions may help to inform us of ways to enhance high performance of project teams as well and the quality of work-life for our colleagues.  Author: Elaine H. Alexander, Benedictine University, 2017.  References  [1] Ammeter, A.P. & Dukerich, J.M. (2002). Leadership, team building and team member characteristics in high performance project teams. Engineering Management Journal, Vol 14, No. 4, December 2002.  [2] Bahill, T. & Henderson, S. (2004) Requirements development, verification, and validation exhibited in famous failures. Systems Engineering, Vol. 8, No.1.  
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